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Abstract
The evolution of a new technology depends upon a good theoretical basis for developing the technology, as well as upon its experimental validation. In order to provide for this experimentation,
we have investigated the creation of a software testbed and the feasibility of using the same testbed
for experimenting with a broad set of technologies. The testbed is a set of programs, data, and supporting documentation that allows researchers to test their new technology on a standard software
platform. An important component of this testbed is the Unified Model of Dependability (UMD),
which was used to elicit dependability requirements for the testbed software. With a collection of
seeded faults and known issues of the target system, we are able to determine if a new technology
is adept at uncovering defects or providing other aids proposed by its developers. In this paper,
we present the Tactical Separation Assisted Flight Environment (TSAFE) testbed environment for
which we modeled and evaluated dependability requirements and defined faults to be seeded for
experimentation. We describe two completed experiments that we conducted on the testbed. The
first experiment studies a technology that identifies architectural violations and evaluates its ability
to detect the violations. The second experiment studies model checking as part of design for verification. We conclude by describing ongoing experimental work studying testing, using the same testbed. Our conclusion is that even though these three experiments are very different in terms of the
studied technology, using and re-using the same testbed is beneficial and cost effective.
Keywords: Empirical study, Technology evaluation, Software testbed

1 Introduction
The evolution of a new technology depends upon a good theoretical basis for developing the technology as well as upon its experimental validation. In most sciences, there is
an established mechanism for performing experimentation with a set of tools well adapted
for that purpose (e.g., particle accelerators in physics; optical and radio telescopes for astronomy; microscopes, and test tubes in chemistry). Software engineering has no such established protocol for experimental validation. In order to rectify this limitation, we investigated the creation of a software testbed that is useful for such experimentation with
software technologies (i.e., development and quality assurance tools, techniques and methods). The testbed is a set of programs, data, and supporting documentation that will allow
researchers to test their new technologies on a standard software platform. With a collection
of seeded defects and known issues of the target system, we are able to determine if a new
technology is adept at uncovering defects or providing other aids proposed by its developers. Creating standardized testbeds would allow more formal validations of many of the
technologies now proposed for improvement of software development practices.
This paper, which is an extension of a workshop paper (Asgari et al. 2004), discusses
a particular testbed. In order to test its usefulness, we had to apply it to a particular software development problem, but from the perspective of different technologies and investigating the feasibility of “reusing” the same testbed for different experiments. We focus
in this paper on technologies for achieving software dependability, but the concept is easily extendable to any other attribute one wishes to address.
We investigated software dependability as part of the NASA’s High Dependability Computing Program (HDCP), a cooperative research agreement between NASA and
various universities and research centers. The HDCP project investigated achieving high
dependability by introducing new technologies developed by the participating research
partners. Developing high dependability software requires (a) specifying the dependability requirements of the software, (b) using technologies to build in high dependability as
the software is developed, and (c) using technologies to verify that the required level of
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dependability has been achieved. A standardized testbed would be an appropriate vehicle for this verification. For our testbed, we chose a prototype air traffic control piece of
software, Tactical Separation Assisted Flight Environment (TSAFE) (Erzberger 2001; Dennis 2003). We previously demonstrated that the TSAFE testbed could be used to study
technologies that detect similar dependability issues (Lindvall et al. 2005). In this paper,
we analyze whether that same testbed could be used in experiments studying very different technologies that detect very different kinds of dependability issues.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the TSAFE testbed is introduced. In
Section 3, the Unified Model of Dependability and its application to the testbed is described. UMD is a requirement engineering approach designed to elicit and model nonfunctional dependability requirements for a system and was used to specify TSAFE’s dependability requirements. Section 4 presents the development of the testbed from the
TSAFE software. As an illustration of using the testbed for evaluation of various dependability technologies’ contribution to building in high dependability, we then present an
overview of two completed experiments. Section 5 describes an experiment that studied
the Software Architectural Evaluation (SAE) method (Tvedt et al. 2002). The input to SAE
is a set of rules that describes desired properties of the software architecture. The output
is a diagram that indicates violations of the rules in terms of coupling between components, highlighting extra and missing relations. This experiment was costly to set up since
it included the development of the initial testbed. Section 6 describes an experiment that
studied the “Design for Verification with Concurrency Controllers (DVCC)” technology.
The goal of DVCC is to eliminate synchronization errors in Java programs using model
checking technologies in conjunction with design patterns that facilitate automated verification (BetinCan et al. 2005). This experiment turned out to be cost-effective since not
much change of the testbed was required, even though model checking is very different from architectural evaluation. Section 7 describes yet another study, which is still ongoing, using the same testbed. It studies testing where test coverage criteria are used to
drive the test-case generation process. After summary, discussion, and future work, we
provide information for getting access to the testbed.

2 TSAFE Overview
A key strategy for the HDCP initiative was to accelerate adoption of new software engineering technologies by evaluating them on testbeds representative of NASA software.
One such testbed is TSAFE, a component of a proposed Automated Air Traffic Control
system. TSAFE was defined by Erzberger (Erzberger 2001) at NASA Ames Research Center, implemented as a prototype by Dennis at MIT (Dennis 2003), and then instrumented
and packaged for experimentation by University of Maryland and Fraunhofer Center
Maryland as described in Section 4.
The US Air Traffic Control (ATC) system, consisting of a large network of people and
equipment that monitor and direct aircraft, is a critical infrastructure that manages more
than 30,000 commercial flights to move 2,000,000 passengers safely each day (Erzberger
2004). The main goal of the system is to keep a safe distance between the aircrafts while
achieving efficient air traffic movement in order to minimize delays. The proposed Automated ATC (AATC) software system encompasses all the characteristics that make establishing dependability a challenge, such as distributed computation, concurrency, safety
critical functionality, communication protocols, sensitive data and user interaction. Hence,
the AATC system raises a large set of implementation issues that propagate to many of its
system components.
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Figure 1. The TSAFE display
showing three planes flying over
Maryland

TSAFE is a software component of the future AATC designed to aid air traffic controllers in detecting and resolving short-term conflicts between aircrafts. At present, air traffic controllers maintain aircraft separation by surveying radar data for potential conflicts
and issuing clearances to pilots to alter their trajectories accordingly. Under the current
system, only part of the airspace capability is exploited. Exploiting the full airspace capacity requires the new Automated Airspace Concept to be implemented, which means that
automated mechanisms play a primary role in maintaining aircraft separation. The role of
TSAFE is to act as a reliable independent safety net from inevitable imperfections in this
proposed system. Its aim is to detect conflicts between 2 and 7 min in the future and, in its
full implementation, to issue avoidance maneuvers accordingly.
TSAFE seemed like a perfect candidate for our testbed application since it contained
many of the implementation and behavioral issues present in many large systems, without being overwhelmingly large in terms of lines of code, and its application in the air
traffic domain was relevant to NASA, the HDCP sponsor. The implementation of TSAFE,
used for our testbed, provides the air traffic controller with a graphical representation of
the conditions (aircraft position, planned route, forecasted synthesized route) and of the
status (conformance or not conformance with the planned route) of selected flights within a
defined geographical area (Fig. 1).
3 Modeling TSAFE Dependability
The International Federation for Information Processing defines dependability as the
trustworthiness of a computing system that allows reliance to be justifiably placed on the services
it delivers. “Reliance” is contextually subjective and depends on the particular stakeholders’ needs. Different stakeholders will focus on different systems attributes, e.g., availability, ability to avoid catastrophic failures, and prevention of deliberate intrusions, as well
as on different levels of adherence to such attributes. In addition, the same attribute can
mean different things to different people, and it is common to find multiple definitions
for the same attribute (Boehm et al. 2003; Huynh et al. 2003; Laprie 1992; Randel 1998;
Rus et al. 2002). Dependability assumes a precise meaning only when applied to a specific
context: of system and particular stakeholders’ goals.
From this perspective, we have adopted a requirements engineering approach specially devised to model dependability in context, i.e., the Unified Model of Dependability (UMD) (Basili et al. 2004; Donzelli and Basili 2006). UMD is both stakeholder-oriented
and issue-centered providing a framework that defines a set of dimensions of interest to
any stakeholder (i.e., Fig. 2), into which the stakeholder defines issues of concern (e.g.,
Table 1). It permits stakeholders to express their dependability requirements by specify-
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Figure 2. The dependability modeling framework

ing what they consider the actual dependability issues (i.e., a failure of the system or hazard to users of the system) and their scope (the affected system or specific service). For
each issue, stakeholders may also specify the tolerable manifestations (measure) and the
desired reaction (something to mitigate if the event occurs). In addition, whenever necessary, stakeholders could also specify the external event which could trigger the issue. A
supporting tool (Fig. 4) helps stakeholders in this process.
For example, to help stakeholders identify failures that should not affect the system or
a service, UMD may suggest the different types of failures that could occur (e.g., response
time failures, accuracy failures). To allow for the specification of more precise requirements, UMD may introduce different levels of severity and impact on availability (e.g.,
stopping and non-stopping failures).
Similarly, stakeholders can select the measurement model most suitable to express the
tolerable manifestation of an issue (e.g., Mean Time Between Failure [MTBF]), and use
different reaction types. For example, stakeholders could express the reaction of the system to a specific issue in terms of warning services (to make the user aware of the situation), mitigation services (to reduce the impact of the failure on the user), alternative
services (to provide alternative means to perform the same activity), or desired recovery
behavior (the time and the actions necessary to recover from the failure). Finally, different
event types can be suggested to facilitate stakeholders in recognizing external situations
that could harm the system (e.g., attacks and adverse conditions).
UMD has been implemented as a web-based tool (Basili et al. 2004; Donzelli and Basili
2006) organized around two tables: the Table “Scope” (Fig. 3), which allows stakeholders
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Table 1. UMD’s failure characterization applied to TSAFE
Failure characterization:
Failure types:
Functional correctness: system or service does not implement the functional requirements.
Throughput: average or peak number of items (aircraft, routes, etc.) per unit of time dealt with by
the system or service is less than expected.
Response time: response time of the system or the service greater than expected.
Peak load: max number of items handled by the system or the service is less than expected.
Accuracy: the accuracy (Lateral, Longitudinal, Vertical) of the computed aircraft position or
projected trajectory is less than expected.
Data freshness: the frequency of data updating is less than expected.
Failure impact:
Stopping: failure makes the system or service unfit for use.
Non-stopping: failure does not make the system or service unfit for use
Failure severity:
High severity: failure has a major impact on the utility of the system for the operator.
Low severity: failure has a minor impact on the utility of the system for the operator.
Hazard characterization:
Catastrophic: risk of total aircraft destruction.
Severe: risk of serious damage to the aircraft, serious emergency situation, and loss of human lives
possible.
Major: risk of emergency situation, high stress on cockpit crew.
Event characterization:
Adverse condition: any unintentional event that could have some effect on the system.
Attack: any intentional action carried out against the system.
Measure characterization:
Measurement models:
Mean time between failures (MTBF)
Percentage of cases
Reaction characterization:
Services types:
Warning services: warn user about the situation.
Alternative services: provide alternative ways to perform same tasks.
Mitigation services: reduce issue impact on the user.
Guard services: reduce probability of occurrence of the issue.
Recovery behavior:
Mean time to recover (MTTR)
Max time to recover (MaxTTR)

to describe all the services of the system for which dependability could be of concern; and
the Table “Issue” (Fig. 4), which allows users to specify their dependability needs by defining, for the whole system or a specific service (selected from the “Scope” table), the potential issues (failures or hazards), their tolerable manifestations, the possible triggering
external events, and the desired reactions.
3.1 Applying UMD to Identify the Dependability Requirements for TSAFE
We used UMD to define the dependability requirements for TSAFE. A small group of
computer science researchers and students acted as stakeholders (specifically as air traffic
controllers), after being given a short introduction to TSAFE and its purposes, while one
person acted as an analyst (Donzelli and Basili 2006).
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Figure 3. “Scope” of the UMD
model for TSAFE, which is used to
identify relevant services for the
software under consideration

UMD was applied in two main steps, scope definition and requirements elicitation
and modeling.
Scope definition All stakeholders, working together and supported by the analyst, selected from the functional requirements available for TSAFE the services for which they
believed dependability could be relevant. The identified services are described in the
scope table (Fig. 3).
Requirements elicitation and modeling Each stakeholder, supported by the analyst and
guided by the structure provided by the tool, filled as many tables as necessary to define
her/his dependability needs (Fig. 4). The characterizations of the UMD concepts of scope,
issue, event, measure, and reaction provided useful guidance to stakeholders. Each stakeholder used the characterizations already available, or, whenever necessary, extended it
with his/her own definitions. The characterizations used for TSAFE are described in Table 1. As an example of the requirements collected with UMD, we describe one of the tables filled by the stakeholders. Figure 4 illustrates an example of an issue not related to an
external event. The stakeholder signals a potential failure for the service “display flight synthesized route,” when the “Response time is greater than 500 ms.” This is a Response Time,
Non-Stopping, High Severity failure, given the high impact on the service’s utility for the
operator. For the stakeholder, this failure is also a “Major Hazard,” given that he/she thinks

Figure 4. UMD Tool—TSAFE issues not related to an external event
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he/she could miss spotting a plane on a dangerous path. This could lead to an emergency
situation and possibly cause high stress on the cockpit crew, required to perform sudden
escape maneuvers by the very short-term conflict avoidance systems. The stakeholder identifies this failure as a highly critical one, leading the analyst to suggest MTBF of 2*104 (between the values suggested for very high and mission critical availability in Table 1). In order to be more confident in the system, the stakeholder introduces a warning service that
will advise in case computational time becomes greater than 500 ms, alerting him when attention is needed. Finally, the stakeholder defines the recovery to be performed within one
hour. If this failure condition lasts more than 1 h, he would be unable to perform his duties
due to the need to maintain a higher than usual level of attention.

4 Building the Testbed Environment
This section discusses why and how the testbed was built.
4.1 Goals for the Testbed Environment
In order to implement the dependability requirements for TSAFE that were elicited with
support from UMD, there are several major categories of actions, such as detecting and
eliminating the faults that can lead to failures, or, if failures cannot be prevented, then assuring proper recovery within desired time. The appropriate selection of technologies that
ensures or increases the dependability of the software for a specific project raises questions
such as: How effective are these technologies for TSAFE? How costly is it to apply them?
What is the most appropriate technology strategy for this context? The remainder of this
paper proposes and illustrates the use of a testbed to help answer such questions.
Previous research typically has provided the means to answer these questions for the
specific environment in which each technology is being evaluated (which however might
be different when technology is applied to other contexts), or to produce a broad cost prediction based on a predetermined set of variables. However, methods for providing truly
general decision support, of the kind that can predict the likely effects of using a particular technology in a wide swathe of development environments, have still not been produced. This is partly due to some of the following factors:
•

•

Empirical studies are expensive, resulting in relatively few studies being carried out. Carrying out empirical work is complex and time consuming; this is especially true
for software engineering. Unlike manufacturing, we do not build the same product, over and over, to meet a particular set of specifications. Software is developed
and each product is different from the last. So, software artifacts do not provide a
large set of data points permitting sufficient statistical power for confirming or rejecting hypotheses. Moreover, human factors tend to increase the cost of experimentation (the most relevant subjects for most studies come from the population
of professional software developers, whose time is almost always over-booked
and highly expensive) making it more difficult to achieve statistical significance.
Empirical results are difficult to replicate. Empirical researchers have argued for some
time that empirical studies cannot be “one shot deals,” i.e., knowledge must be
built up through families of closely related experiments that allow factors to be
carefully studied. However, unless experimental results can be validated, somehow this strategy runs the risk of including suspect or clearly invalid results in
the overall data set, and thus abstracting faulty conclusions. In other fields, this
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risk is mitigated by researchers performing “strict replications” of another’s work;
that is, replications that conform as closely as possible to the original study to allow the results to be checked. This is not always feasible in software engineering
where the most relevant studies (i.e., those in industrial contexts) are not only human dependent but often are extremely expensive to repeat and may rely on proprietary artifacts.
We have seen that developing reusable software testbeds have mitigated the above
difficulties, at least when those testbeds are representative of real software development
projects and have appropriate documentation. We have seen that having such testbeds
available can address the difficulties discussed above by:
•

•

•

Reducing costs of experimentation. The cost of an experiment is greatly increased if
the preparation of multiple artifacts is necessary. Creating artifacts which are representative of those used in real development projects is difficult and time consuming. Reusing testbed artifacts representative of ones encountered in practice
can thus reduce the time and cost needed for experimentation.
Facilitating comparison of technologies. Once data concerning the use of the testbeds
artifacts are available, they provide researchers with a “benchmark” against which
future studies can be compared. For example, researchers can obtain subjects with
similar experience to those who did the original development, then vary the development practices that were applied to see if they result in fewer defects or more
reliability in the final product.
Facilitating replication. The results of empirical studies involving testbeds need
never go without validation since the associated artifacts and development metrics are publicly available.

4.2 Turning TSAFE into a Testbed
The TSAFE prototype, upon which we based the testbed, was initially developed at
MIT (Dennis 2003) and is a 20,000 lines of Java program that performs two primary functions: conformance monitoring and trajectory synthesis.
As part of our effort to turn TSAFE into an experimental testbed, we added a number
of specific features, e.g., synthesized faults that can be seeded into the source code as well
as a feature that allows the experimenter to enable or disable a specific seeded fault. Another feature was added that allows the experimenter to monitor seeded faults as they get
executed by generating system output and traces that can be captured and used to determine the status of the TSAFE system under execution. We also added features to facilitate
experimentation with various artifacts of the testbed, synthesized faults that were seeded
into artifacts other than the source code (e.g., architectural documentation), and added
documentation and other artifacts in order to facilitate understanding the runtime behavior of TSAFE. Some initial studies were conducted and documented to serve as examples
for other experimenters interested in using the testbed. The experience from these technology experiments as well as feedback and lessons learned have been collected and are
provided together with the other artifacts as part of the testbed in order to maximize the
usefulness as well as to minimize the cost and effort of experimentation.
Currently, the following artifacts are available: a requirements specification, architecture documentation, source code, an installation guide, and some recorded flight data that
serve as test input. A tool to create artificial test data is also available.
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Fault seeding We determined that, for experimentation, a set of faults needed to be synthesized for injection in the source code. We identified three kinds of faults that represent
developer errors and thus constitute plausible fault classes: Technology-driven, Dependability-driven, and History-driven.
•

•

•

Technology-driven faults are derived from faults that a certain technology claims it
will detect. Thus such faults will be either within, on the border of, or just outside
the scope of the technology. These faults may or may not cause run-time failures
in the system under study and may or may not represent historical faults for that
system. As the name indicates, technology-driven faults are strongly related to the
technology under study. This fault class addresses the fact that different technologies detect different kind of faults. Technologies that address the same kind of
problem and therefore will find the same kind of faults belong to the same technology family. Instead of trying to build a testbed that serves all technologies and covers the complete fault space (which is an almost impossible task) we made the decision to start with faults related to the claims of the selected family of technology;
technologies that detect violations of the implementation of an architecture as compared to the planned architecture. Thus, we defined a set of faults that are related
to the architecture of the testbed relative to this type of technology. For each of
these faults, we identified the impact on the system’s behavior and how the resulting system failure would be detected. For each of these faults, we also documented
what architectural rules they violated. Subsequently, we added synthesized faults
related to the technologies that were studied, for example, we added concurrency
problems that model checking might or might not find (described below).
Dependability-driven faults are faults that will cause run-time failures, if triggered.
These faults can be derived from dependability models or requirements of the system. The faults may or may not be detectable by a particular technology, and may
or may not represent historical faults for a particular system. In order to synthesize
dependability-driven faults, we used UMD described in Section 3 and identified a
set of potential failures derived from the dependability model. For each of the possible failures, we identified a set of plausible causing faults. Thus the link between
failures and faults was made explicit and it is well known how the system changes
behavior when these faults are triggered.
History-driven faults are faults that have been detected in the past during testing or
usage of the testbed or similar systems. These faults may be collected from problem reports, inspection meetings, testing reports, quality assessments etc. These
faults may or may not cause run-time failures, and they may or may not be detectable by a particular technology. We did not have access to the original fault-history
from the implementation of TSAFE at MIT, but used other related fault-histories to
determine the plausibility of various suggested faults. We are collecting faults uncovered during TSAFE-related experiments in order to create a fault history for future experimentation.

Focusing on technology-driven faults that were, to as large extent as possible, also dependability-driven and history-driven (as described above), we created several different
fault sets. The faults were seeded into the source code of the testbed. There are several
reasons for dividing the faults into different sets. First, we deemed it unrealistic, based on
our experience from previous analyses, that a software system of the size of the TSAFE
source code (~20,000 lines of Java) would contain all faults at once. Second, it was impractical to seed all faults into one version, as the risk of faults overlapping each other was im-
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minent and it would be difficult to analyze the results for such faults. Third, we wanted
to create several versions of the testbed in order to run several “replicated” experiments
on it. The results are different versions of the testbed seeded with different sets of faults.
The first version of the testbed without seeded faults is considered a baseline to which we
compare faulty versions of the testbed.
4.3 TSAFE Instrumentation
The testbed developers instrumented TSAFE as a testbed for designing and executing
the following dependability-related experimental activities:
•
•
•
•

Define what dependability means for TSAFE, by applying the UMD model.
According to this definition of dependability, identify potential failures and
corresponding faults in the code that could cause these failures.
Identify test cases that would trigger these faults and cause failures.
Seed the code with the identified faults.

For each experiment, the technology developers (or someone skilled in using the technology) formulated their hypotheses in terms of faults that can be detected by their technology (and possibly the impact on dependability) and estimated the costs associated
with applying the technology. They then:
•
•

Applied the technology on the code containing seeded faults and recorded the
detected faults as well as the associated detection cost.
Exercised test cases on the code containing the seeded faults and recorded the
occurring failures (as well as their frequency of occurrence).

The testbed developers received the results from the technology developers and:
•
•

Analyzed these faults and failures and validated or refuted the technology
hypotheses.
Estimated the effect on dependability and the cost of applying the technology
to the TSAFE testbed.

In order to avoid experimental bias, the testbed developers and the technology developers never discussed seeded faults and failures during the experiment. After the experiment
had been conducted, faults, failures, and results were discussed as part of final reporting.
The outcomes of these activities are:
•
•
•

A method for defining dependability and for designing and performing experiments for estimating the effect of a technology with respect to dependability
and cost, for a given system.
An example for the application of this method.
An instrumented testbed reusable for future experiments.

An elaborated description of this process is provided in (Lindvall et al. 2005), using
the experiment presented in Section 5 as an example.

5 Software Architecture Evaluation Method
Many of the technologies studied in HDCP deal with the architecture of a software
system, which is one of the major reasons we decided to start experimenting with this
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class of technologies. Maintainability is one of the dependability attributes (Laprie 1992)
and architecture evaluation assumes that if the implementation conforms to the planned
architecture, then the software is easier to maintain.
In short, the software architecture models the structure and interactions of a software
system. The basic building blocks of the structure of software architecture are components
and the interrelationships among them. In addition to structure, behavior is part of software architecture. Constraints and rules describe how the architectural components communicate with one another.
When viewed at the highest levels, a system’s architecture is referred to as the macro-architecture of the software system. At lower levels of abstraction, it is referred to as micro-architecture. Architectural styles and design patterns are similar to what Bhansali (Bhansali
and Nii 1992) describes as generic forms of software architecture. Often architectural styles
guide the structure and interactions of the system when describing the software architecture of a system at the macro-architectural level. When describing the structure and/or interactions of a system at a micro-architectural level, design patterns can be used.
Software architectural evaluations are investigations into a software’s structure and behavior with the purpose of suggesting areas for improvement or understanding various
aspects of a system (e.g., maintainability, reliability, or security). In many cases, a software architectural evaluation is performed before a system has been designed or implemented. Often, this type of architectural evaluation is performed to compare alternatives
or to determine whether or not the architecture is complete or appropriate for the application and its requirements. In other cases, a software architectural evaluation is performed after the system has been implemented. Such post-implementation architectural
evaluations are typically performed to ensure that the actual implementation of a system matches the planned architectural design (Tvedt et al. 2002). Some of the technologies
in HDCP evaluate architectures before implementation, some after. The technology discussed in this paper is of the latter kind and is called Implementation-oriented software
architectural evaluation (Tvedt et al. 2002). Since this type of software architectural evaluation is performed after a version of the software system exists, it can utilize data measured from the actual source code and associated documentation. Implementation-oriented
software architectural evaluations can be used for similar goals to pre-implementation software architectural evaluations. For example, the source code and associated documentation can be used to reconstruct the actual software architecture in order to compare it to
the planned or conceptual software architecture. Recovering the actual architecture of an
implemented system is used for risk assessment and maintenance cost prediction as well.
The analysis of the actual software architecture can be used to evaluate whether the implemented software architecture fulfills the planned software architecture and associated
goals, rules and guidelines.
Violations of architectural guidelines affect the maintainability of the software, as resulted from the analysis of Mozilla (Godfrey and Lee 2000). Software decay is not a new
problem. In 1969, Lehman found that “the main problem of large systems is unintentional
interaction between components, which require changes to the components for their elimination” (Lehman and Belady 1985). The observations were formed into a collection of
“laws” stating, for example, that: “As a program is evolved, its complexity increases unless work is done to maintain or reduce it” (Lehman 1996). Brooks drew the conclusion
that all systems will eventually require a complete redesign as a consequence of such degeneration (Brooks 1995). A technology able to detect architectural violations increases
maintainability of the system and thus increases its dependability. For initial experimentation with architectural technologies, we decided to use the Software Architectural Evalu-
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ation (SAE) method (Tvedt et al. 2002). SAE requires a set of rules that describe properties
the architecture should have. The output of the tool that supports SAE is a diagram that
shows relations among components in the code. The diagram indicates violations of the
rules of communication in terms of coupling between components, highlighting extra and
missing relations as compared to the planned architecture.
Setup of testbed The testbed developers first prepared a set of rules describing properties the architecture of TSAFE should possess. Altogether, 42 rules were identified; of
those, 29 were considered to be relevant to the SAE method. The other 13 rules were related to TSAFE-specific use of design patterns and were considered to be outside of the
immediate scope of SAE.
Next, a version of the TSAFE code was prepared that included 13 rule violations. That
is, 13 instances of the code where the architecture as implemented by the code did not
conform to the planned architecture as defined by the testbed developers. Of these, seven
were considered relevant to SAE. The other six rules violated design patterns. These
seven expected rule violations were considered to map to four distinct faults in the code.
An example of an architectural rule is EC1, which states that the engine component
must not access any classes in any of the other components (client, feed, or main) but the
data component. Rule EC1 is violated, for example, by the seeded faults 7.1.1 and 11.1.1.
Both faults are structural faults that introduce couplings between components that are
not specified in the architecture thus violating rule EC1.
Fault 7.1.1 will not cause run-time failures and is seeded by introducing a Java import
statement of a component that is not used. Seeding this fault only required an addition of
one line of code in one class.
Fault 11.1.1 will cause run-time failures under certain circumstances. If triggered, the
fault will cause the run-time failure that the TSAFE display map will not be updated
when threshold parameters are changed. The TSAFE map should be updated at a certain
frequency during the software’s execution and changes to the thresholds should influence
the conformance status of a flight, but this fault will interfere with this update.
Originally, the class ParametersDialog contained the ActionListener that calls the EngineParameters class to inform it about changed parameters. The fault was seeded by altering
the source code in the following way. The attribute holding the reference to the EngineParameters object is moved from the TsafeClient class to the TsafeEngine class, which resides
in another component. The TsafeClient now uses the attribute of the TsafeEngine class to access the methods of ParametersDialog. When the ParametersDialog is created, it gets a new
created object of the EngineParameters and not the one that is used from the other classes.
Thus, it informs the wrong object about changes, which will cause a run-time failure. In
order to seed this fault, nine changes (deletions, additions, and changes of nine lines of
code) to four different classes were applied. The static view of the change that represents
fault 11.1.1 is illustrated in Fig. 5 and was constructed using the SAVE tool (Miodonski
et al. 2004). SAE is expected to detect the new inter-component connections between the
TsafeEngine and the ParametersDialog and the TSAFEClient, but not the deleted intra-component connection between the TsafeClient and the ParametersDialog.
Measures To assess the effectiveness of the SAE technology, this study measured the
percentage of the seeded rule violations and the percentage of the seeded faults that were
found by the subject (a senior person skilled in using the technology) conducting the SAE
task. This required a two-step process:
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Figure 5. Zooming in on the engine and client components highlighting added (+) and deleted (-)
connections.

(1) The issues reported by the subject were checked against the list of seeded rule
violations. This required some subjectivity since the subject was not expected
to independently formulate the same wording as was used to describe the
seeded violations; the testbed developers had to assess whether the underlying issue described was the same as the item on the seeded list. However, since
every item on both the subject list and the seeded list had to refer to a specific
area of the architecture, the amount of subjectivity was reduced.
(2) The rule violations were mapped to specific faults, by which we mean specific
instances within the code that would affect system flexibility or maintainability
that were directly caused by the rule violations. This required a higher degree
of subjectivity since it required reasoning about likely problems on future development increments of the system.
Along with the list of discrepancies found, the subject was required to report for each
discrepancy the following information:
1. Which rule was being violated?
2. What part of the architecture was being examined when the discrepancy was found?
This information was used to understand the process followed by the subject as well
as to help improve process conformance (relative to the process provided to the subject as part of the experiment), since it was reasoned that making up plausible answers
to those questions would require more effort from the subject than simply applying the
SAE documented process and reporting the results according to the provided form and
instructions.
Results The results of the study were useful for the evolution of the SAE method:
•
•

SAE found six of the seven expected (relative to the claims of the technology)
seeded rule violations.
The six seeded rule violations found by SAE were considered to map to three out
of the four seeded faults. Fault 11.1.1 was among the detected seeded faults.
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The one seeded rule violation that was missed helped identify a bug in the tool
that has since been fixed. Thus, the bug in the tool caused one (fault 7.1.1) of
the four seeded faults to be missed.
An additional three out of the six unexpected seeded rule violations were found,
which indicates that SAE can be useful even outside the set of narrowly targeted problems it was designed to catch.

There were several instances where misstated rules caused some confusion as to what
exactly should be checked in the code. As a result, the language describing the rules was
improved.
Since the SAE method addresses faults related to maintainability and since a failure
means not being able to maintain the software in a specific amount of time, exercising the
test cases on the code containing the seeded faults would mean performing maintenance
tasks on the code and measure the time it takes to complete them. For this experiment,
we simply assumed that failure of the implementation to comply with the planned architecture would cause such failures. To address the question in more depth, we designed a
separate experiment, now ongoing, to test the hypothesis that such architectural deviations do indeed create maintenance problems. The maintainability experiment is carried
out as part of a Software Engineering class at the University of Maryland in which students, working in teams, are adding features to two versions of TSAFE. One version adheres to all of the guidelines required by the SAE method, but the other version does not.
Our hypothesis is that the one that adheres to these guidelines will be easier to enhance
with extensions and be more dependable than the other. We will report on this in the future, but that does not discount the results from our current experiment, which show that
we can easily and in a cost effective manner apply the architectural evaluation method to
a fairly complex piece of software.
The conclusion from applying SAE to TSAFE is that SAE detects most of the faults
that it claims to detect. These faults are related to the maintainability of the software and
thus when these faults are detected and removed, the assumption is that dependability
increases.
Cost It took 331 h to prepare the experiment, which was dominated by the time it took
to develop the testbed. The cost involved in applying SAE was 4 h. Technologies such as
SAE can therefore be recommended as a cost effective way to address these kinds of dependability issues. Although this experiment does not prove the reduction in cost due to
the use of testbeds, this shows clearly from a follow-up experiment studying a technology
similar to SAE that we previously reported on (Lindvall et al. 2005). That experiment did
not require any new faults to be seeded or any other alterations of the testbed or to the experimental design. Applying that technology also took 4 h and produced similar results
in terms of detected defects and the cost of developing the testbed was eliminated.
The object of our next experiment was model checking, a technology from a different
family than architectural evaluation, and was included in this paper because we were interested in analyzing the feasibility of using the same testbed for an experiment studying
a very different technology.

6 Model Checking
In this experiment, we evaluated the “Design for Verification with Concurrency Controllers (DVCC)” technology using the TSAFE testbed (BetinCan et al. 2005). The goal of
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the DVCC technology is to eliminate synchronization errors in Java programs using model
checking techniques in conjunction with design patterns that facilitate automated verification. Model checking techniques exhaustively explore all the states of a system looking
for violations of its properties. If a system does not satisfy the given property, the model
checker generates a counter-example behavior demonstrating the fault. Model checking
has been applied to a variety of problems related to software development such as verification of formal requirements, concurrent programs, and system code. Model checking has also been applied to security in analyzing formal models of security protocols and
in verification of security related properties in software applications. One of the biggest
challenges in model checking is scalability due to state space explosion. In order to apply
model checking to software, one needs to generate manageable models of the software artifacts that can be analyzed by a model checker and to specify an environment characterizing possible inputs. The model and environment generation problems typically require
reverse engineering of the code to discover models and constraints that are often known
by the developers at design time.
The DVCC technology promotes the use of verifiable design patterns that facilitate
model construction and environment generation to enable scalable verification. The basic
idea is to specify critical behaviors in controller classes, and to separate a controller’s behavior from its environment using stateful interfaces that specify the interactions between
a controller and its environment. Using this approach, the model extraction problem reduces to construction of compact models for controller behaviors, and environment generation problem is resolved by using controller interfaces as the characterizations of their
environments.
In the concurrency controller design pattern, concurrency controller classes are used
to control the accesses to data objects that are shared among multiple threads. For example, a concurrency controller class implementing a reader–writer lock can be used to control the accesses to a shared data object. The methods of a concurrency controller class are
written as guarded commands that specify the behavior of the controller. The controller interface specifies the order the methods of the controller and the shared data object
should be called. The controller interface is specified as a finite state machine. The concurrency controller design pattern provides helper classes which support specification of
guarded commands and finite state machines.
The DVCC technology supports a modular verification approach, which separates the
verification of the concurrency controller behavior (behavior verification) from the verification of the threads that use them (interface verification). For behavior verification, we
use a symbolic and infinite-state model-checking tool called Action Language Verifier
(ALV) (Bultan and Yavuz-Kahveci 2001), which enables verification of controllers with
parameterized constants, unbounded variables and arbitrary number of client threads.
For interface verification we use an explicit state model checking tool called Java Path
Finder (JPF) (Brat et al. 2000) which enables verification of arbitrary thread implementations without any restrictions.
This experimental study evaluates the DVCC technology, addressing questions
regarding
1.

The applicability of the DVCC technology to safety critical air traffic control software (i.e., is it possible to reengineer the TSAFE software using the DVCC approach where the synchronization statements are only used in the concurrency
controller classes, and in the rest of the code calls to the methods of the concurrency controller classes are used to control the access to the shared data) and
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The effectiveness of the DVCC technology in finding concurrency errors in safety
critical air traffic control software (i.e., can the verification tools that are used for
the DVCC approach find behavior errors in the concurrency controller classes and
interface errors in the code that uses the concurrency controller classes?).

Setup of testbed Two teams conducted this experimental study: (1) The University of
California at Santa Barbara (UCSB) team, which consists of the developers of the DVCC
technology and (2) the Fraunhofer Center for Experimental Engineering, Maryland
(FCMD) team, which consists of the developers of the TSAFE testbed.
Normally, in the DVCC approach, software developers use concurrency controllers
during software design and development. However, in order to apply the DVCC approach to the existing TSAFE code, in this experimental study, we introduced the concurrency controllers to the code as a reengineering activity.
The technology developers reengineered the TSAFE software as follows:
1.
2.

They identified all synchronization statement in the code and the shared objects
they protect.
They replaced the synchronization statements in the TSAFE code with calls to the
appropriate concurrency controller classes (also provided by the technology developers). In the reengineered TSAFE code all synchronization statements are in
the controller classes.

The testbed developers then used the reengineered TSAFE code to create modified
versions using seeded faults. Each modified version may contain no faults, one behavior fault, or one interface fault. These faults are technology-driven faults because they
are based on the claims of the technology. The faults are related to concurrency issues
and will cause run-time problems of the TSAFE software. The testbed developers seeded
behavior faults by modifying the guarded commands in the controller classes. Interface
faults were seeded by changing the order of the calls to the controller classes or by removing the calls to the controller classes.
The technology developers received each version of TSAFE without knowing which
types of faults were in which version (or if there was any fault in a version) and applied
DVCC to it. They used the ALV tool to detect behavior errors in the controllers. The
guarded commands from the controller classes were automatically translated to the input
language of the ALV by the DVCC support tools developed by the technology developers. Behavior verification was achieved by checking each controller with respect to a set
of invariant properties that should be satisfied by the controller (these properties are not
automatically generated, they had to be written during the reengineering of TSAFE and
they correspond to the class invariants of the controller classes). If a property is violated,
the ALV tool generates a counter-example behavior demonstrating an execution sequence
for the controller, which results in the violation of the invariant.
The technology developers used the Java Path Finder (JPF) (Brat et al. 2000) tool to detect interface errors. JPF is a tool that searches for assertion violations in Java code exhaustively by investigating all possible input valuations and all possible thread interleavings.
However, JPF can only handle pure Java code, therefore, in order to use JPF all part of the
TSAFE software that use native code (such as user interface calls, RMI calls, network communication) must be replaced with drivers and stubs. The technology developers investigated the TSAFE software for native code and replaced the calls to methods that involve
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native code with drivers and stubs. Then, the technology developers used these drivers
and stubs and the JPF tool to detect interface errors. Note that the same set of drivers and
stubs are used for each version of TSAFE.
Measures For assessing the effectiveness of DVCC, we collected the number of faults
found by the behavior and interface verification and the number of faults missed by the
behavior and interface verification. For assessing the cost of applying DVCC, we collected
the effort involved in the experiment: the time and memory usage by the ALV tool were
recorded as well as the time and memory usage by the JPF tool.
Results There were a total of 14 controller faults and 26 interface faults in versions v1–
40. Verifying the controllers in versions v1–40 with ALV identified 12 faults. The two
faults that were not found by ALV were the faults in versions v5 and v13 which were
spurious faults, i.e., they are modifications in the controller classes which do not cause
any failures in the controller behavior. Among the 26 interface faults, interface verification using JPF identified 21 of them. Among the five faults that were not caught by JPF,
two were spurious faults (v22 and v33). The faults in versions v18, v19, and v20 were real
faults which can cause failures but were not found by JPF. These faults demonstrate that
there is a limit to the depth of the faults that can be identified using explicit state verification techniques without running out of memory. One of the results of this study is that
DVCC was able to distinguish spurious faults from the real faults. That is, the verification
process did not report any violations (both interface violation and concurrency controller
property violation) when the seeded fault was spurious. The experimental study also resulted in a fault classification specific to DVCC and helped identify new directions for improving the DVCC approach.
Cost The time to apply the DVCC each time was minimal since it was a matter of initially setting up and repeatedly executing a set of scripts and collecting the output. The
experiment involved executing the scripts 40 times (one for each version of TSAFE) requiring a total effort of 8 h. It took about 8 h to change the testbed architecture in order to
introduce some concurrency characteristics by turning TSAFE into a client-server application, and it took another 8 h to introduce the concurrency controllers to the code. This
16 h effort is small compared to the effort it would have taken to develop a testbed from
scratch.
In Table 2, the results from experiment one and two are summarized.

7 Software Testing (Ongoing Study)
We are expanding the testbed to allow for experiments using standardized executionbased technologies, i.e., software testing. During software testing, the software’s behavior is studied by executing test cases, which represent controlled input. The software’s execution is checked against an expected behavior and the software’s specifications and test
coverage criteria are used to drive the test-case generation process.
We have multiple goals for experimenting with software testing on the testbed. First,
we want to define a process for future execution-based verification and validation technologies. Since software testing is well-understood, we can focus on the process-definition
issues rather than the intricacies of the technology. In the future, we will apply the same
process to other, less understood execution-based technologies. Second, since software
testing has been widely studied, the results of experiments on testing will give us a baseline technology, which we can use to compare other technologies. Finally, with our results,
we can contribute to software testing research and its applicability to dependability.
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Table 2. Results from experiment 1 and 2
No. of seeded defects

No. of detected seeded defects

Cost

Total of 13 seeded rule
violations. Of these, seven
were architectural
violations and six were

SAE detected six of the seven
seeded architectural violations,
thus one architectural violation
remained undetected.

A total of 331 h
including
developing the
initial testbed

violations of design patterns
		
		
		

SAE detected three out of the six seeded
design pattern violations. Since SAE
was not expected to detect any of
these violations, this is a positive finding.

A total of 4 h
to apply the
technology
in one session.

Model
checking

Total of 40 faults. Of these,
14 were controller faults
and 26 were interface faults
		

ALV identified 12 of the 14 seeded
controller faults. The two undetected
controller faults were spurious faults and
were not expected to be detected by ALV.

A total of 16 h
to reengineer
the testbed

		
		
		
		
		
		

JPF identified 21 of the 26 seeded the
interface faults. Two of the faults that
were not caught by JPF were spurious
faults and were not expected to be
detected by JPF. Three of the undetected
faults were real ones.

A total of 8 h to
set up and apply
the technology
40 times.

SAE

A senior person skilled in testing is leading the development of a “test pool” (Memon
et al. 2005) for the TSAFE software. The test pool will consist of a large number of test
cases which can be used to generate many types of test suites, satisfying many coverage
criteria. Specifications of TSAFE are used to generate black-box test cases as well as code
coverage to develop white-box test cases. In order to design “fair” experiments, it is important that the test pool be constructed in such a way so as not to make any one testing technique seem superior. For example, consider an experiment that compares the fault-detection effectiveness of branch-coverage and statement-coverage adequate suites. If the test
pool contained exactly one test case t that covers a particular branch b in the code and detects a fault f, any branch-coverage adequate suite generated from the test pool will surely
contain t. Consequently, the fault f will always be detected by all branch-coverage adequate test suites, giving an unfair advantage to branch-coverage. However, it may be
possible to create additional test cases that cover b but do not detect f. To circumvent the
abovementioned problem such test cases must be added to the test pool. In general, the
test pool must be designed very carefully. Consequently, the test pool (which currently
contains 121 test cases) has the following characteristics:
1.
2.
3.

Each statement in the TSAFE application is covered by at least 30 test cases.
Each branch is covered by at least 30 test cases.
If the test case was developed using some requirements specification, we provide
traceability to the particular requirement that was being tested.

In addition, we describe the expected output (Memon et al. 2003). This is the TSAFE
output that we expected to see as a result of the execution of the test case. For example,
for a test case that should result in a blundering flight, the expected output was an encoded form of “the flight XYZ should blunder.”
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As we use the test pool to conduct new experiments (e.g., compare test suites created
using equivalence-class partitioning and boundary-value analysis), we will need to augment the test pool with additional test cases. We have executed all the test cases on the
original TSAFE application as well as its fault-seeded versions. Since the original TSAFE
produces a graphical output, we augmented it so that each graphics primitive was also
written in text-form to a file. Our test-case verifier examined this text file to determine
the output of a test case. For each test case execution, we have collected the following
information:
1.
2.
3.

Whether the TSAFE application passed/failed for the test case compared to the
expected result.
The path (in terms of statements and their ordering) that was executed by the
test case.
Whether the fault-seeded versions passed/failed for the test case. If they failed,
then we record the difference between the original and fault-seeded output.

It is common practice to run all test cases in a test pool first. The pool then contains
the actual output observed (Memon et al. 2001). We have started to use the test pool to
conduct experiments on TSAFE. Since we executed all the test cases, we need not re-run
them during these experiments. We can simply simulate the process of test execution.
That way, if we want to create 200 branch-coverage test suites, each consisting of a number of test cases from the pool, we will immediately know the fault-detection ability of
the 200 suites, since we know what each test case actually does. In addition, as part of this
process we enhanced TSAFE with a harness to automatically executing the test cases. The
results from this experiment will help us to compare testing’s impact on dependability
relative to other technologies.
The time to apply testing will be minimal since each run will be a matter of executing
a set of scripts that will run a test case. The result (pass or fail) will be automatically recorded. There was no need to change the testbed architecture for this experiment since
testing is such a general technique. However, the creation of the test suite required much
effort, amounting to several weeks of work.

8 Summary, Discussion, and Future Work
Testbeds have proven to be an effective vehicle for testing new technologies. We previously demonstrated that one testbed could be used to study several technologies that detect similar dependability issues (Lindvall et al. 2005). In this paper, we studied whether
one testbed could be used in experiments studying different technologies that detect different kinds of dependability issues. Our conclusion is that even though these three experiments are very different in terms of the technology that was the subject for experimentation, it was feasible to apply them to the same testbed. However, there are some
limitations to the use of testbeds. For example, the technologies studied in the experiments described in this paper all assume that the Java programming language is used.
Thus, it would probably not be cost-efficient to reuse/rewrite the testbed for experiments
on technologies that analyze languages that are conceptually different from Java. Another
limitation to the use of testbeds, their development and maintenance, is the rapid evolution of technology in general, which means that the testbed has to be constantly updated
to serve the latest emerging technologies. Service-Oriented Architectures is an example
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of a relatively new technology that has not been extensively empirically studied yet and
would benefit from using a testbed. However, such a testbed would probably be very different from the testbed we have discussed in this paper. In addition, we do not suggest
a broad development of testbeds by each organization that whishes to conduct technology experiments. Our vision is instead that a few independent organizations are funded
to develop and maintain testbeds as a service to technology developers allowing technologies to be studied outside of the inventor’s laboratory before applying them to real situations. This will keep the cost of experimentation down and will allow for coordination
and experience sharing between all stakeholders in an efficient manner.
Developing and maintaining several versions of the testbed is indeed a challenge. In
order to manage the asset that the TSAFE testbed constitutes, we are applying product
line modeling describing the available versions of artifacts and how they can be combined. The source code versions are managed using CVS and the documentation is managed using a document management system (Hyperwave). This management is, however, time-consuming and there is always a risk that it will deteriorate since funding for
such activities are difficult to obtain.
Our future work is to enhance the testbed by synthesizing and seeding more faults
that would make the testbed more interesting for other families of technologies. We will
also run several additional experiments, analyze, and interpret the results in order to
build a selection of examples and baselines that can be reused by technology developers
who want to design and run their own experiments on the testbed. If necessary, we will
then evolve the experiment, the testbed and the technology under investigation. Based on
these results and the explicit links from faults to failures, we will be able to reason about
the impact of technologies on dependability.
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